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Even though the number of Academies in existence throughout the UK has increased, the UK200Group member

firms’ market share in the academies sector holds strong for another year. The total figures were

released to the member firms at the UK200Group Annual Academies Conference on Friday 5th July in London.





Monday, 8th July 2019



For the past eight years, the UK200Group has tracked their collective member firms market share in the

academies sector amongst England’s market totals. Even though there has been an increase by 824 primary

academies in England, UK200Group member firms still hold 70% in this specific market sector, which is a

is a 5% increase from 2018. 



Andy Malpass, Chairman of the UK200Charities & Education Group which encompasses the Academies Forum,

expanded on the UK200Group’s involvement in the Academies sector:



“UK200Group member firms have developed a real depth and breadth of understanding of the Academies

Sector, providing invaluable support to Trusts up and down the country. Working with such a large number

of Trusts nationally, provides member firms with a thorough understanding of national as well as local

issues, and the Group, through its Academies Forum, provides a professional support network to member

firms and the Trusts they work with.



“The strength of our Academies offering is reflected in the quality of speakers from the sector who

presented at our Academies Conference on Friday. This included representatives from the ESFA and A

Government Advisor to the DfE who provided an invaluable insight into the latest developments and

thinking”.



There was equally positive feedback about the organisation from Academies members. Carrie Jensen From

Forrester Boyd said:



“The information and best practice shared between the UK200Group members in the academy sector is

invaluable, so it is great to see that the numbers have remained so high". 



UK200Group has 20 member firms that audit over 900 academies including 155 MAT’s. This equates to 12%

of registered academies in England. Our connections with the Education & Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) and

Department of Education (DfE) provide knowledgeable experts who share their skills with our Academies

Training Course attendees. At UK200Group, we provide a platform for all our member firms to keep in

contact, share information and insight on a non-compete basis so that our members can Build Better

Together. 



For more information on UK200Group please visit our website www.uk200group.co.uk or for membership

enquiries please contact Kate Artus at kartus@uk200group.co.uk or call 01252 350733. 
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UK200Group Limited is a company registered in England & Wales. Company Number 10634903. Registered

office; The Hart Shaw Building, Europa Link, Sheffield, S9 1XU. 



Disclaimer



UK200Group is an association of separate and independently owned and managed chartered accountancy firms

and lawyer firms. UK200Group does not provide client services and it does not accept responsibility or

liability for the acts or omissions of its members. Likewise, the members of UK200Group are separate and

independent legal entities, and as such each has no responsibility or liability for the acts or omissions

of other members.
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